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Registration

Please register for this doctoral seminar by sending an email to Patrick Haack (patrick.haack@uzh.ch) until August 29, 2014. For questions regarding the seminar, please contact Klaus Weber (klausweber@northwestern.edu). The workshop is worth 3 ECTS points.

Schedule and Topics

9/9, 9-12: Session 1 – Social Movements and the Politics of the Corporation
9/10, 9-12: Session 2 – Contestation and Responsibility
9/11, 9-12: Session 3 – Cooperation and Innovation
9/12, 9-12: Session 4 – Social Enterprises and Sustainability

10/20, 9-12: Session 5 – Topic tbd (Fallback: Institutions and Organizational Forms)
10/22, 9-12: Session 6 – Topic tbd (Fallback: Markets and Consumption)
10/23, 9-12: Session 7 – Topic tbd (Fallback: Global Dimensions and Corporate Activism)

Course Overview

The purpose of this seminar is to examine the conceptual and empirical role of social movements and other civil society actors in shaping corporate behavior. The sessions represent a political perspective on corporate ethics, morality and responsibility, but a largely descriptive rather than a normative one. The course is designed for participants with a basic understanding of organization theory. It does not require advanced reading or knowledge of social movement or political research. The class is most useful for students seeking to learn more about how contested collective action and civil society dynamics underpins modern corporations and their publics.
The course is split into two blocks. The first four sessions, taught in September, offer an overview of core ideas and research areas. The second three sessions, taught in October, address selective special and advanced topics and include presentations of participants’ research. The course starts with an introduction to the intersection between social activism and business organizations (Sessions 1). Sessions 2 to 4 examine different pathways through which movements influence the economy, and forms of interaction between companies and civil society actors. Sessions 5 to 7 address selected topics that will be decided during the first block of the seminar based on the interests of the group. I will then provide readings for each session. The topics listed in this syllabus are fallback options if no other topics are requested.

Format and Discussions

The course is organized as a research seminar and mostly based on the collective discussion of the assigned readings. Everyone must read every required paper since there are no student ‘discussion leaders’ that summarize papers. I facilitate and guide the conversations, provide additional background and clarify and re-cap points as needed. In the course of a session the conversation will inevitably broaden to go beyond the papers, but we will begin with a thorough understanding of the papers as concrete examples of research. Your responsibility is to engage each other in developing the best critical understanding of each paper and the larger topics. In addition to the readings, we will also dedicate time at the beginning and end of each session to identify and discuss research ideas. To make the classes successful please read all assigned papers and form your own view about the following:

1. What is the basic argument/point made by the author(s)? What are its strengths?
2. What are the weaknesses of the argument, and/or the empirical method?
3. If you disagree with an argument or method, what would it take to convince you?
4. What are the scope conditions, under what circumstances is the argument meant to apply, (e.g. only to U.S. non-profits, family businesses in 19th century Italy, etc.)
5. What modifications would be necessary to extend the argument? Are there critical differences between these authors’ arguments and those of others we have read?
6. Can these differences be resolved through an empirical test?
7. What alternative explanations can account for the findings of the authors?

Work Assignments

1. Discussion comments and questions.
   Before each class session 2-7, email a brief (100-300 word) memo about the required readings to me. The memo should simply contain 2-3 questions that you would like to see addressed during the discussion and perhaps a brief comment on them. The questions can be about one of the papers, about the general theme of the day, or about connections with other research. This can include clarifications, apparent gaps, flaws or boundary conditions, applications and implications of the ideas, or anything else that you would like to discuss. You can send the memos as early as you like, but no later than 18:00 on the day before the class.

2. Three research idea mini-proposals.
   Three one page (single spaced) mini proposals are due by 8am on Wednesday, 9/10, Thursday 9/11 and Friday 9/12. Email the proposal to me and the entire class. Please do not exceed the page limit, and do not feel obliged to fill a page if you can keep it shorter. The idea is that you develop a new idea and get feedback before over-committing with a longer paper. The proposal should speak (very broadly) to the topics of the previous or upcoming class session. The proposal includes the title of the proposed article, a one sentence summary of the point the prospective article will make or the question it will answer, followed by a commentary explaining why this is interesting and what contribution you feel it might
3. A proposal for an empirical research project.
Before the second block of classes, you are required to complete a short proposal for an empirical study, of 10-15 pages in length (more is fine if you are already working on an existing project that relates to the class). The research proposal is not to summarize the material covered in class, but to pose a new question and describe how you would find an answer to it. Lay out your conceptual argument and research question in the first 4-6 pages of the proposal, and then spend the rest of the document describing how you would conduct a research project to address them. This assignment is due on October 17 at 20:00. Each student will formally present this proposal in the final class sessions of that week. The presentation slots will be agreed in session 4.

Grading

50% Class participation, inc. memos and discussion
50% Research proposal, document and presentation
(Note that the research idea mini proposals are not graded – you should explore ideas freely with these)
Topics and Required Readings

1 – Social Movements, Politics and Organizations

2 – Contestation, Response and Responsibility

3 – Engagement, Cooperation and Innovation

4 – Social Enterprises and Sustainability

5 – TBD (Fallback topic: Institutions, Fields)
6 – TBD (Fallback topics: Consumption, Communication Technology)

7 – TBD (Fallback topics: Corporate Activism, Regulation)

Advanced Reading Resource List

To follow.